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I had been reported about the ideal of the commutative ring and had noted to that
there are several problems of noetherian rings yet.*
The purpose of this paper is to expound some results connected with the lifting
problem of the k-critical rings, and to record a new theorem about finite free
resolution over commutative noetherian rings.
Now, we suppose that S denotes a commutative ring with unit element. At this
stage there is no point in pressing the distinction between right and left ideal. Always
a will be a right ideal S and R be the idealiser of o in S. a is an ideal (two-sided)
in R and R is the largest subring of S having this property for a. The factor ring
R/a is the eigen-ring of a.
Theorem 1
Let ∩ be a k-critical right ideal and R/a be a compressible module. Let c be the
bound of a and
L-{r∈R i γO⊆c}-(c, a).
The following properties hold:
(l) R/c is a prime ring.
(ii) If c-LキR, then R/c is a prime ring which has the same quotient ring
asR/C.
(iii) If cキL≒R then L輩a and a唾L. The ring R/c has exactly the
minimal prime ideals L/c and a/c; also (Lna)⊆C. Moreover c is the
bound of L in R and R-R′-(γ∈R i LγEL}.
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Let A, B be ideals of R and AB∈c. If A宴a then A+α contains elements of R
not in a, using compressibility. Hence B ⊆a is clear, as n is a Prime of R. Thus
either A⊆C or B⊆C soc isaprimeideal ofR. Next let A, B be ideals of R and
AIi⊆L. Then
(SAa) (SBa)ELa⊆c, so that,
either SAct⊆C or SBct|=C; in other words, either A∈L or B⊆L. Thus L is a prime
of R. Certainly (Lnct)E=La|ic and hence L, a are the only minimal primes of c.
When L⊆a then LS|Jia, and yet c-bound a, so that LS⊆C and L-c. when
ct^L then a2∈c implies that (Sa)2iic and So∈c Then q-SΩ a is an ideal in S
and R-S. This possibility is a triviality, but is covered by the theorem as stated.
In case (iii) L and α are distinct primes of R. Let γΩ≡q for some γ∈R, then
Lγα∈C, hence Lγ∈L. Now let Lγ∈L, then LγQ∈c and as L隼a there is an element
t∈L, t隼O Then t(γa+a)∈Q, γQ∈a. We have proved that R-R′
Let c⊂C′⊂L, where c′ is an ideal of S.
Then c′a≡C and, c being prime in S, we have, either c′∈c or a≡C. The latter case
α-C∈L-R has been eliminated from (iii), so c is the bound of L in S.
Theorem 2
Let α be a maximal right ideal of S, then R is right noethenan.
Proof
We can suppose that RキS, so that Sct-S. Let A be a right ideal of R and suppose
that AS has a minimal set of generators module Aa say, al? a2. ‥., a^. Thus
AS-a!S+a2S+.‥.+akS+Aα
Let a∈A and a-3^+‥‥+ak.Sk (mod Aa)
Suppose that Sj年R so that siO峰O. Then sta+ct-S
and
al∈al(s10+ct)⊆a2S十‥. , +akS+Aa
which is not allowed by the minimality of the set al; a2‥.., ak.
Hence sx∈R and Sg,‥ ‥ Sk likewise.
Hence A-axR+‥‥+ak R+AO However S-Sa implies that S is finitely generated
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over α and hence over R. Also Aa is finitely generated over S and hence over R. It
follows that A is finitely generated over R.
The case when a is k-critical for k>O is much more difficult and counterexamples
are to be expected. One possible source of complication arises already when a is
トcritical, because there are two possibilities for the formation of α. It may happen
that a is an infinite intersection of maximal right ideals or that it is not. In the latter
case let be the intersection of all maximal right ideals containing α.
Then TT(a)∈TT(H), because t∈口(a) and α(M) where M is maximal, implies that
q⊆Mt - {γ∈S i γt∈M} and Mr is again maximal. Hence tH∈M and, because M is
arbitrary of its kind, tH∈H. More precisely, we have TT(ct)∈TT(nMfl ∈S). In
either case we notice that TT(ct) is a subring of a noetherian ring closely associated
with it, because S/H and S/nMa are finite S-modules.
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Summary
The aim of this paper is to report two resultes about several questions of the prime
rings and simple rings in the noetherian which I had been reported.*
Let α be a right ideal of S and R be the idealiser of α in S,
R=〓s (α)={x∈S|xα⊆α}
α is an ideal in R and R is the largest subring of S having this property for α. Then
we can prove the following theorems.
1. Let c be the bound of c and
L={γ∈R | γα⊆c}=(c, α).
The following properties hold:
(i) R/c is a prime ring.
(ii) If c=L≠R, then R/c is a prime ring which has the same quotient ring as R/c.
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(iii) If c≠L≠R then L⊆α and c⊆L. The ring R/c has exactly the minimal prime
ideals L/c and α/c; also (L∩α) ⊆c. Moreover c is the bound of L in R and
R=R′={γ∈R | Lγ⊆L}.
2. Let α be a maximal right ideal of S, then R is right noetherina.
